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Wood Pallet - 50u (1,4x1,4m) 2,5$u = 125$us

Metal Profile-8u(6m-.70x.70mm)30$u =240$us

Metal Wire - 12u (5m) 2,5$u = 30$us

Plastic Baskets - 36u Recyclable 0$us

Seeds/Manpower - Free - 0$us

Others - 100$us+
Project - 495$usTotal

Wood Pallet - 140u (1,4x1,4m) 2,5$u = 350$us

Metal Profile-15u(6m-.70x.70mm)30$u =450$us

Metal Wire - 12u (5m) 2,5$u = 30$us

Plastic Baskets - 36u Recyclable 0$us

Seeds/Manpower- Free - 0$us

Others - 120$us+
Project - 950$usTotal
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Tyre - 50u Recyclable = 0$us

To walk over SANTO DOMINGO it can be seen two conditions, the first one is the low 
ground of the sector where the neighborhood is more established y consolidated mostly on 
its urban track because its formed by squared apples and sidewalks well built and drawn 
by pavement alleys and streets all this due to is found in that place all the projects mentio-
ned above. Buildings mostly in developed mostly in concrete and brick creating a percep-
tion of very weighted and strong blocks. It should be noted that this condition is only gene-
rated on the facades of the houses, Because their roofs are the most awful and less elabo-
rate constructions.These parts are made of metal and cement without any kind of anchor, 
rely on recycled wood beams and under the weight of bricks and rocks temporarily allow 
these do not move from the place. The second condition is the top of the area where the 
urban pathway is not as clear streets and alleys are in land and the city begins to blur to 
give place to the nature. There their constructions are stilt houses which do not have the 
slightest constructive rule and its structure and materiality present a critical state as a 
whole, these insufficient homes are built from recyclable material as bits and pieces of 
metal, wood, plastic, tires etc. 
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Medellin is the capital of the department of Antioquia and Colombia's second capital, thriving region which has a little more than 2.2 million inhabitants, located at an altitude of 1538 meters above of the sea level 
.Medellin tercentenary city, surrounded by mountains is the core of the metropolitan area of Aburrá valley formed by 9 municipalities, currently conurbations. Given the topographical conditions of Medellin is expected 
that the city is built mostly in the mountains, this condition characterizes Medellin as the capital of the mountain which identifies national and international level. It is only logical that if the area to which account the 
valley is not enough and fails to respond to the housing needs of the population, the city needs to populate the peripheral areas of the city and involved in a planned way, giving room to creating to the representative 
districts of the city such as EL POBLADO AND ROBLEDO, so far this is not a problem for governments or society in general and that the emergence of these neighborhoods have been planned as an orderly manner, 
the construction housing in these areas is usually done under the parameters of the land use plan of the city. However we can not ignore the other side of the issue and we must analyze the situation that much of 
the population lives in the city. which grew in unplanned ways and settlements or through invasions of the top of the mountain creating a urban expansion and transition from city to nature.

The SANTO DOMINGO SAVIO neighborhood forms the end point of the northeastern and belongs to an extension of 
568,267, COMUNA1 POPULAR. SANTO DOMINGO SAVIO neighborhood was founded on July 20, 1964 under the 
dynamics of the occupation of the decade and since then, has been populated peasant migrants, mostly displaced by 
violence or the difficult economic situation, and permanently arise new settlements, located in the upper part of the 
slope and often in non-urbanized areas.
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